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N[etllocls forlearilillg weightsuf{errnh nsiiig r(,levance infer-

mation from a learning set of doctlnlents have been stll{lie{l

for decadesin information retrieval research, The approach

used here, Dynamic Feedback C)ptimization. starts with a

good weighting scheme based npoa Rocchi(r ferxlback. and

then improves those weights in a dynamic fashion by t,rw,-

iug possible changes of query weights on th~ learning set,

documents. The resulting optimized query performs 1o---

1.5% better thant heoriginal whcncvaluated on t,het,est set.

\Ve discuss the constant, tension het,ween describing what a

relevant, document should contain, a,n(l ciescribing what the

known relevant cfocnrnents do contain.

1 Irltrmdllction

In the tvi>ical information retrieval environrnent, irrclrrd-

ing both ad-hoc interactive retrieval and document, filtering

based on long-term information needs, an original query is

submitted to a system which then returns documents for in-

spection. (Isers then look at those retrieved documents and

submit a new query based upon their original need and the

returned documents. Relevance feedback is the process of

automatically altering an existing query using information

supplied by users abont tllerclcvance ofj)reviously retrieved

documents.

Relevance feedback has been an importalit research topic

forwell over 15years[Ide71, Roc71, I{J76, S1390]. Irrcreaserf

attention has been paid to relevance feedback in the past

sever <al j-e,ars due to both t,fle in<le <ased acceptance of ~t,a-

tistictrl inforrnatiou retrieval systems whith can easily use

relevance feedback, and the effects of the TRf?(”! confert=nces

[Har9:l, Har94, Har95]. Eval~~atiollo frelevancef eedback(,n

t,he small frre-TEtfX; test collections was notoriously f.liffi-

crrlt. “~he ‘1’REC routing environment offers a straip,htfor-

warcl context in which relevance feedback can be evaluated

and compared.
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Itecmrt work of our group at (70rn~ll and others has

centered on expanding the original clnery by large rrun-

i)ers of terms which occut in the relevant d&rrrreuts

[BSA!L). BASW, f3sAs95, F3S.A94, H(.:93, B(X1N%5]. We’ve

shown that effectiveness contrnnes to increase even after

adding hundreds of terms using Rocchio’s weighting ap-

proach [Roe’il]. Roiwrtson et al. at Cit ,y (l nivemit v

[RWJ+!)5] in TREC’ 3 showed very nice improvements b’y

being mnch morr selective about which terms t-o add, hut

~ossiblv considerimz Iarvze nnm her of terms. This was done

~y adding terms t;; th;’ query onl,v if the terms improved

retrieval effectiveness on the learning set of documents.

‘rhe approarh of I)ynamic Feedback OptinliTaLtion is sinl-

ilar to (’ity ’s in that the query is optimized based upon re-

trieval effectiveness on the learning set of documents. But

while (Uity Used the process to select query t ernrs, our rn ain

goal here is to opt irnize the query weights of the already

selected terms.

The modifieci Rocchio weighting formula, use~i in our ex-

periments is

Query terms wit h overali negative weights are ciroppe(i.

lle set of terms occurring in the learning set relevant

docrrments for the query is ranked by the number of rele-

vant documents in which each term occurs. ‘Phose terms

occurring most often dre added t o the original qu<jry, and

all terms are reweighed using the Rocchio formula. Tf~en

small changes are m acle to each term weight in tnrn, rnn-

ning the changed qnery on the learning rfocnrnent set, and

evaluating the result. If there is an improvement, then the

changed term weight, is kept, otherwise it reverts back to

the weight at the beSinning of the pass. This is done for

each term ill the qnery, and the process is then repeated for

multiple passes over the entire query.

We can formulate four conjectures about the outcome of

tile propos?(i procedure:

. [ :onjeet llr~ 1: Retrieval shc)ukl be impmvecl nn tiIe t,rst

set of documents as long as tile changes ltcreaci] term

are kept reason ably small.
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Learning good weights for terms based upon a learning

set of documents in ~eueral should improve pelforma,nce of

a query. However, it m very possiMe to tailor a query to the

particular relevant (Iocuments in the learning set. Those

groups investigating probabilistic dependency models in the

early 1980’s discovered this ( e.g., see [YSB8:3] ). Retrospec-

tive experiments that tested the weights using the same col-

lection also used to generate the weights showed large im-

provements. The dependency models had great power in

describing what a seen relevant document looked like. But

they had much less predictive power to retrieve unseen rel-

evant dcwnments effectively. Thns it is importaut not to

overfit the query to the learning documents. Starting with

a good cluafity query, such as a Rocchio weighted query,

aua allowing only restrained changes, SI1OUM ameliorate the

overfitting prob]em.

● (’ouject nre 2. The original query shoIdd become less

and less important as the t~uality of the weights of the

added terms i nmeases.

Theoretically, the relevance evidence from the learning

set, of documents sho}}lrl be stlffir-ierrt, to rietermiue weights

for a query, independently of the origiual query ( assuming

enough relevant documents have been found ). In practice,

though, it has been important, to maintain a high weight for

original query terms. One problem has been the poor quality

of the expansion terms and their weights; the terms very

often havr little to do with relevance. me expantted query

tends to lose its focus. If most of the highly-weighted terms

are good quality, then the emphasis on the original terms

should be decreased to allow the full effect of the learning

information to come through.

● Crmjr=ct ure 3. [nch=pendent evaluation of changed

weights should be better than sequential evaluation.

A sequential approach to learning weights, where the

base query is potentially modified after every term, is quite

dependent on term order. Some relevant documents may

havedifferentf ocuses, anditis possible fo~ouefocnstodom-

inate the others if a good term for that focus occurs early in

the list, of query terms. That term will be highly weighted

and the relevaut documents with that focus will get highly

ranked. CMher terms which descrifw a different frrcns will

tend not to get highly weighted because they will lower the

rank of documents related to the initiaf focus, while failing

t o raise the rank of documents dealing with ot her focuses.

L}’ithin a single pass over all the query terms, the effect of

each term should be evaluated independently.

● Conjm%nre 4. For optim rrm performance, terms that

cx-r-ur in the most relevant, documents should be the

ones emphasized by the learning process.

The most highly weighted terms should be those that

indicate relevance, In general, they shrrnlcf tend to be those
occurring in the most relevant, documents of the learning

set.

2 Expcrimerltal setup

The optimization approach is investigated here using the

‘~R,h~C 3 routing task. Queries 1(11- 150 of the ‘-I”R EC collec-

tion were used, with the learning set beiug the first two sub-

sets of TREC documents ( L)l L12 ), and the test, set being the

third subset ( D3 ). Evaluation of the effect of increasing the

weight, of an individual te~m is done by keeping track of the

top 20tJ documents from the learuing set that, are retrieved

by the query. both with and without, the increased weight of

the individual term. The top 200 documents of each query

verworr are evaluated nsmg average recall- precjslon. if the

average recaff-precision is higher using the increased term

weight, then the term is assigned the new weight, otherwise

the weight of the term remains the same.

‘rhe basic Dynamic Feedback Optimization scheme is as

follows:

1.

~,

3.

4.

Feedback query is formed using Rocchio approach and

all the relevance information from the learning set.

The X terms occurring most frwqnen tly in the relevant

documents are added to the query.

(optional ) For ea~. h ,expa usion query krru, determine

whether including the term at all improves rffective-

nr=ss over the learning set.

Perform 3 passes over all query terms, potentially in-

creasing the weight of each term in each pass. [n the

first pass, the default value is to increase a term weight

by 50’)?. The defanlt values for the second and third

pass are 25’X and 12.5(%.

The reformulated clnerv from step 3 is run against the

test set documents; au~ evalnateri using aver;ge recall-

precision of all documents.

The basic scheme then has the following parameters and

variations to examine:

Step 1:

1.

9-.

Changes of the various Rocchio parameters to

form the feedback query. The major aspect of

these changes are

(a) Changing the importance of the original

qnery terms.

(b) (~hanging the amount of expansion (both sin-

gle terms ancl phrases).

C’hoice of what is considered the original auerv.. . .
terms and weights. Two main possibilities:

(a) Terms occurring in the original query text.

( })) The fully expanded query (in which case step

2 is not done).

Step 2: Either select only terms that improve effectiveness,

or automatically include all expansion terms.

step 3:

1.

~.

3.

Choice of whether to compare evaluations of the

potential increased weight against the cnrrvnt,

query [including all previous terms consid ercd in

this pass), or against the evaluation done at the
r,t,art, of the pam,

Choice of number of passes (3 by default)

The ratios by which to increase term weights (0.5,

0.25.0.125 by default).
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I

41.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

‘3.

Optim

Type

None

Basic

Basic

Basic

Basic

Basic

Basic

Basic

Rocchio

Param

InitQ

2.4.1

2.4.1

2.4.1

2.16.2

2.32.2

2.64.2

2.32.4
2.3~8

orig

orig

orig

orig

orig

orig

orig

Pass Rcl-

Ratios Prec

0.3028
0.3534

0,0,0 0.34’(-1
.5,.25,.125 0.3654
.5$.25,.125 0.3853
.5,.25,.125 0.3849
.5,.2,5,.12.5 0.3835
.5,.25,.125 0.3871
.5,.25,.125 0.3845

Table 1: Choice of Rocchio parameters

3 Efficiency

These steps appear to be prohibitively expensive; however,

careful maintenance of appropriate partial results render the

process feasible for the routing environment, and even po-

tentially feasible for real-time relevance feedback. Adding

50 terms to queries originally averaging 69 terms gives 119

terms per query. Performing thedefault algorithm (basically

3 passes plus the final retrieval), takes about 50 seconds

of elapsed time per query on a single processor Spare 20.

50 seconds is very reasonable for the routing environment,

where everything is being done off-line. Both the algorithm

and the implementation can be optimized further, and in

a real-user relevance feedback environment (short queries,

small numbers of relevant documents), may well be feasi-

ble. However, this paper does not examine either the effec-

tiveness or efficiency of the algorithm for normal relevance

feedback.

4 Experimental results

Unless otherwise specified, all optimization results are based

on adding 50 single terms to the original query, using 3

passes and evaluating each potential term increase by av-

erage recall-precision of the top 200 documents when run

on the learning set, DlD2. The final query is then run on

the test set, D3, and evaluated using average recall-precision

over the entire ret rieved set.

Table 1 gives results of some base case runs, plus results

of altering the initia3 importance of the originti query term

weights as compared to the weights derived from the rele-

vant and non-relevant documents. Rocchio parameters of

2.4.1 have previously proved useful for routing in the TREC

environment. These parameter values specify that the query

weights should be twice the old query weight, plus four times

the average weight in the relevant documents minus the av-

erage weight in the non-relevant documents. Compared with

those parameters, 2.32.4, for example, would emphasize the

contribution of the relevant documents by an additional fac-

tor of 8.

Run 1 is a base case run of original query using no rele-

vance information. Run 2 uses the Rocchio relevance feed-

back algorithm but without optimization. Runs 3-9 are ba-

sic optimization runs with varied R occhio parameters, where

each expansion term (at its Rocchio weight) is provisionally

added to the initial original qnery depending on whether it

improves effectiveness. Then, except for run 3, three rounds

of reweightiug are performed for all included query terms.

The first round provisionally increases the weight of a term

Optim Rocchio InitQ Pass Rcl-

Type Param Ratios Prec

8. Basic 2.;32.4 orig .5,.25,.125 0.;3871

10. Basic 2.3?.4 exp .5,.25,.125 0.3896

Table 2: Choice of original query

10.
11.
12

13.
14.
15.
16.

Optim Rocchio InitQ Pass

Type P aram Ratios

Basic 2.32.4 exp .5,.25,.125

Basic 2.32.4 exp .5,.5,.5

Basic 2.32.4 exp 1,.5,.3

Basic 2.48.4 exp 1,.5,.3

Basic 2.64.8 exp 1,.5,.3

Basic 2.48.4 exp 1,1,1

Basic 2.64.8 exp 1,1,1

Rcl-

Prec

— 0.3896

0.3908

0.3911
0.3888
0.3962
0.3826
0.3868

Table. 3: Choice of’ pass-ratios

by 50%, if that increased weight improves performance. The

second and third rounds possibly increase the weight of a

term by 25% and 12.570 respectively.

All optimization runs show a substantial improvement

over the base Rocchio Run 2, ranging up to a 100/cimprove-

ment. Runs 4-7 show that with a proper emphasis on good

expansion terms, the importance of the origimd query weight

can diminish. Runs 6,8, and 9 show that the importance of

the weights in the non-relevant documents remains relatively

insignificant. The poor performance of Run 3 shows that

the overall improvement is coming through the reweighing

of terms, rather than through the choice of terms.

Given the results of Run 3 in Table 1 as compared to Run

2, perhaps the initial selection of expansion terms should be

dropped, and the emphasis placed entirely on reweighing.

Table 2 shows the effect of starting with alf the expansion

terms. There is mild improvement that is very consistent

across other runs that are not included here. The remaining

runs in this paper all start with the expanded query.

The last basic parameters to explore are the pass-ratio

parameters, which indicate by how much a term’s weight

should be increased on each pass. The default parameters

of 5@%, 25~0, and 12.5% yield a maximum totzd increase

of just over a factor of 2. Runs 12-14 in Table 3 give a

maximum possible increase of a factor of 3.9, and Ruus 15

and 16 give a maximum increase of factor of 8. Despite

this large possible difference between runs, all of them give

results very close to each other. The major effect is that

with good pass-ratios, the importance of the original query

can be further diminished.

In the basic algorithm used above, the query is possi-

bly changed after considering every term. Whether or not

a term increase is beneficial may depend on the ordering of

terms within a pass. If a term reweighing has a positive ef-

fect on some documents, but a negative effect on documents

that were re-ranked higher by other terms within the same

pass, then the term reweighing may be rejected. This effect

was observed on the small collections used to debug the op-

timization afgorithm. The “Pass” approach used in runs 17

and 18 compares each term reweighing evaluation against

the evaluation at the beginning of the pass and keeps track
of whether a term reweighing is successful. The query itself

is only reweigh ted at the end of a pass, when all successful
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! Optim Rocchio Inil Q Pa.. Rcl-

~ Type F’ararn Rat ios F’rcc

1’1. ~ Basic ‘2.48.4 ex P 1,.5...) 0..I8X8
17. I Pass 2.48.4 r?xp 1..5..3 0,.j8(i4

14. ~ Basic 2.64.8 exp 1<.,5...} 0..1!)62

18. i P ass 2.64.8 exp 1,..3,.3 0..}9:)1

‘1’able !: C’on]lllil aftel pass ,s (’omlnit irft,er lerIn

ternls are changed.

Howcwcr, Tahl~ ! shows that this is not necessary for

TR EC’. This seems somewhat rollllter-intlliti~,~, but there

are two possible contributing factors for it. one is the size

of the TREC queries as compared to more normal que~ies.

There will I)c several teruls associated with each focl~s uf a

query: thus it is unlikely lhd a single term’s Iocus S11OUN

havr 111II(h of ~[1 +(,t. ‘1’bis may cxplaiu why there is

no irrcrezse in performance when the “Pass” approach is

IIsetl. The {Iecrease may be explained by- the particular or-

dering of the expansion terms t hat was used. ‘~he expansion

terms were ranked by decreasing occurrences in relevant, doc-

umen(s. ‘flus the early ranked terms tend to be those terms

more highly associated with all relevant documents, rather

I ha n t hose with a particular focus. .1s will be discussef! Iat(,r

in t lICJ paper. a pwfcrencc for t,eruls wit, fl a general focus

needs 10 be encouraged for good retrieval, The remaining

rnns in this paper do not nse the “Pass” approach.

All of the runs in Tables 1-4 used a maximum of three

optimization passes; Table 5 gives some results when six

passes are used. W;itb a good choice of pass-ratios, there is
. .

a very rmld Improvement using nlorc~ passes. tt-itb a poor

choice of I)ass-ral, ros, efl’ecl, rveuess decreases. The learning

set, recall-precision column provides the results of runniu~

the same queries, but run retrospectively on the learnini
set (and evaluated after 200 (Document, s). The best rlur us-

ing learning setevalnat,ion is the poorest run when evalllated

on the test set. In Run 19, the queries have become overly

optimized for the learning set, with the optimization en-

phasiziug comparativel}- rare terms that happen to m-cnr

in the learning set relevant documents. This improves the

retzospectivee ffectiveness$ but degrades the predictive effec-

tiveness when the query is evaluated on previously unset-n

cfocllrnent,s.

Table 6 gives some details of the weight changes for each

pass on run 20. ‘rhis is a basic run, starting with a query

expanded by .50 terms, weighted with Rocchio parameters
j’,,48,4, perterm el,a]uatioll dOUe after ~0~ tOp dOCUUleUt,s

on the learning set. Each pass has a pass-ratio of 1.0; ie, a

term’s wt=ight is either donblcd or left alone on each pass.

Thus a term that is reweighed every pass would have a f~nal

weight of 64 times its original weight. T’he second column

givestbe average precision on the top 200 clocLll[lell(s o[tll<:

learning set (this is what is used to optimize the tveights) for

cacll pass. ‘[’he tl,ir<j colulnl, gives tk,c, av.rage ~>ic,.ision if

thequery were run ontbe test set aftert hatp ass. The rest of

tlletable gives tllel]l]mber ofterrlls that were reweightec] on

tfmtpass. This isgiven fortheoriginalq ueryterms. and for

bucketsof 10 expansion terms. That, is, thee xpansiont,ernr

increment of 1-10 describes the number of terms reweighed

(averaged over the 50 queries) among the 10 terms which

occurred in the highest number relevant documents for each

query.

The learning set recall-precision flgnres increase &-amat-

i[ all}- 011 the firs{, pass and then (()]lti]]~ let{jiinl~rovel vitl] the

increases gradually dirninishiug. N“ote that, the final value of

.4.58 is an exlremel.v high valu~ for ‘l-’ RE(’ average precisiun

after 200 documents. This is a retrospective evaluation on

the learning set which nseh the same docnment set for both

optimization and evaluation.

The test set recall-prerisiou figures. though, don’t ruatch

the increases of the learning set figures. Ther~ is the initial

improvement, on the trrst pass, and then the results level off

and then tail off. This is not, what, one woulcl have hoped

given the learning wt figures.

One explanation forthis issuggesteci by thereweighting

statistics in the rest of the table. ‘I%ere is no emphasis on

reweigh tiug those terms with the highest, evi(lence of rele-

vaucc. ludeed, b! pass 6 an expausion term from the bucket

with the least evidence (41-50) is three limm more likely 10

ha~-e its weight doublec[ than an expansion term from the

bucket with the most evidence. .\s the numberof passes in-

creases, the query becomos more dominated by terms which

occur in comparatively few relevant documents (those ex-

pansion terms ad&f at ranks 41-.50). Some of these terms

have no semantic connection with relevance, bllt just hap-

Lx?U to randomlv occur in more relevant (Iocnments than
L

would llorrnally be expected. Increasing the weight 011 one

of these terms wiR improve the ranks of the relevant docw

mrnts with the term, but will not bring other non-relevant

docnments into top ranks since those documents will tend

to match only this one random term. Thus the learning set

recall- precision will improve, but this improvement, will nut

be reflected in the test set ewduation.

Ea(ch individual f(,rrrl w'(igllt[J Il(iltlizalio rls()fa rllilstj E,eri

cvaluatccf using the top 200 retrieved Icarning set docLl-

meuts. 200 was chosen to give good effectiveness at a rea-

sonable efficiency. Table 7 gives the results rising some other

evaluation points. ([sing the top 4[)() helps noticeably, bllt,

increasing beJ-ond that point yields no important improve-

ment. Using 10W is about twice as slow as using 100.

Table 8 gives the effect of adding more terms. Run .?7

is the pure Rocchio feedback run with no optimization that

was done for TREC 3. [t is interesting, to note that adding

only 50 terms with optimized weights performs 6% better

than adding the :130 terms of Run 27 with no optimized

weights. As in previous experiments based on Rocchio feed-

back, adding more termsincreascs effectiveness up to acer-

taiu point. In previous experiments, effecliveuess started to

level off after adding 200 terms; in this experiment tliere is

a slight deterioration between 210 and 330 documents. rf
effectiveness is the objective. the parameter settings of Run

2.5 S11OUM be used.

one worry in an experiment with this many parameters

and this many test runs is that the parameters may have

gottent unedtoproducc good results onthetcstset, but not,

give good resnltsiu general. In this experiment. (hat might

be happening if we were “learniug” the terms contained in

the test set relevant documents. To ensure that this is not

happening, the final parameters are run with a new set of

queries (and relevantl documents). “laMe9 gives the results

of running with the final parameters of Run 24, but using

queries 51—100 of TRIIC. This is the TPLEC 2 routi]lg task.

Ascan be seen from Run 28 and Run 29, I)ynaruic Feedback

optimization gives a 12rX improvemeilt, over tlie stari(la,r({

Ror-chio run for these queries as well.

5 General Discussion and Future Work

~1 constant theme in the above discussion is the need to

optimize weights to describe relevance as opposed to opti-
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I (Jptim }{mchio Pass Rcl-prer Fh-i-prer

1 ‘l:y~!!. ...j.4i-TPUM1l Ralios,. learning test

1!). f 13asi{ 6,5,4,:; ,2,1 ().46!)2 ‘“””O.;) 512

20. ~ Basic 1.18.4 1,1,1,1,1,1 0.1579 0.;3730

21. ~ TlilSi(’ 2.6L, X 1,..5,.:1,.2,.1 ..05 O.llw ().; !)s1

Table 5: Increasing number of passes

~’a” i J;;;,) ‘!; :::
Expansion ‘J’erm lncr

1-10 11-20 21-:30 31-40 41-5(}

“Ini(- [ .287 ‘- .~i;: “~:;- ‘“-“ “---10 10 II) 1[J 10

1
~

.,36.; .38.5 -.)~,~ 3.1 3.1 3.0 1.8 :J,~

~ .40.5 ..180 17.7 2.1 ?.:1 2. ! ?,3 2.1

3’ .430 .38.1 13.(1 1.0 1.3 1.7 1.5 1.6

4 .441 ,~~q 8.9 0.6 1.1 o,j) 1.2 1!

,5 .450 .376 6.5 0.3 ().6 0.7 0.8 (). 9

6 .458 ..37.3 4.6 0..3 [)..5 0.8 0.8 ()$)

‘l’able 6: B}-pass analysis for pass-ratio of 1.0 ( Run M)

mizing weights to describe the known relevant, documents.

If the latter is the goal, then it is easy to achieve near-perfect

retrospective retrieval effectiveness. But this retrospective

effectiveness does not translate into effectiveness in retriev-

ing new documents. An example of this would be a Boolean

query consisting of the “’CJR” of a set of document, descrip-

tions of the known relevant documents, with each docnrnent

description being the ‘“AND”’ of all terms occn rring in the

document. This query will have perfect retrospective ef-

fectiveness, but will be practically useless in retrieving new

documents.

Rocchio Feedback Optimization attempts to ensure that

the optimized query remains focused on the query infor-

mation need rather than the details of the particular rele-

vant documents used for learning. A good starting feedback

query is used; one that has been proven to work well in many

environments. That query is then modified with strict lim-

its placed on the maximum changes that can occur. lf these

limits do not exist, then the results of Run l!) show the

predictive effectiveness ran decrease significantly.

Revisiting the conjectures:

Conjecture 1: Retrievaf should be improved on the test

set of documents as long as the changes to each term are

kept reasonably small.

This has been shown to be true. ‘“rhe optimized Run 22

gives 15% improvement over original Rocchio Rnn 2 ( both

runs expanding by 5[) terms). ffnn ’24 gives an 11% improve-

ment over Run 2tI; Run 26 being the approach used for the

Cornell TREC 3 routing submission.

Conjecture 2. The original query should become less and

less important as the qna]ity of the weights of the added

terms increases.

This has also been verified. In the final formulation,

the ratio of relevant document, importance to original query

importance has increased by a factor of 16 over the original

ratio with unoptimized weights.

Conjecta re 3. Independent evaluation of changed

weights should be better than sequential evaluation.

This does not seem to be true in this experiment. One

explanation may he that the particular orclering of exPan-

sirm terms we used tends to preserve the focus of the query.

Terms that appear in more relevant docuInents are acted

upon first, so the narrower terms do not have a chance to

shut them out.

Conjecture 4. For optimum performance, terms that oc-

cur in the most relevant h-nments should be the ones em-

phasized by the learning process.

This also remains unverified. Our experiments showed

that terms occurring in few relevant documents had even

more chance of being emphasized in the optimization than

terms in the original query, or terms that occurred in the

greatest number of relevant documents. It remains for fur-

ther study to see whether this emphasis is correct or whether

it is due to improper tuning of the qnery to fit particular doc-

uments in the learning set. One approach for examining this

would be to weight, the pass-ratio by the amount of evidence

for each term. For example.

NumRcl(t,)
PassRatio( t, ) = OrigPassRatio * ~u.XIm

one slightly unexpected resnlt was that sehwtion of ex-

pansion terms did not work. lVe nsed roughly the same cri-

teria as City Lrniversit.v did in TREC :3 in deciding whether

a term should be added or not: a term is included if and

only if including it improves ~ffectiveness on the learning

set. ( ~ity got, large improvements using this as a filter; we

get better results if we include all terms. ILrork needs to be

done reconciling these results.

one general area that, needs attention is document, length

normalization. ‘[’he Kocchio feedback weight is heavily de-

pendent on the weights in the relevant documents, which

in turn are heavify dependent on the cosine length normal-

ization. ‘l’he cosine normalization technique was developed

in an environment where the documents have a single f’o-

CUS. It is not, as applicable to the ‘1’Rf3C environment of

longer full-text documents which discuss several topics. Ei-

ther we need to concentrate on using passages where the

passage has a single focus, or we need to change the nor-

malization technique. At the moment, the weights in long

relevant documents tend to be much lower than the weights

in short relevant documents, and thus do not contribute as

much as they shonl.1 to t~,e final ql~ery .veiSh*-

In conclusion, Dynamic Feedback optimization works

well, giving a 111-1,5% improvement over standard Rocchio
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21.
22.

23.

Eval Rocchio Pass Rcl-

Thresh Param Ratios Prec

200 2.64.8 1,.5,.3,.2,.1,.05 0.3981

400 2.64.8 1,.5,.3,.2,.1,.05 0.4065

1000 2,64.8 1,.5,.3,.2,.1,.05 0.4078

Table7: Increasing number oftopdocuments usedin eval-

uation

22.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Expansion Rocchio Pass Rcl-

(term. phrase) Param Ratios Prec

50.0 2.64.8 1,.5,.3,.2,.1,.05 0.4065
100.10 2.64.8 1,.5,.3,.2,.1,.05 0.4144
200.10 2.64.8 1,.5,.3,.’2,.1,.05 0.4228
300.30 2.64.8 1,.5,.3,.2,.1,.05 0.4205
300.30 2.4.1 — 0.3825

Table8: Increasing number of expansion terms

feedback. The effectiveness is dependent on optimizing

enough to improve effectiveness, but not so much as to be

describing the learning set relevant documents instead of de-

scribing the information need of the user. This is done by

starting with a good query, and limiting the changes due to

the optimization procedure. Open questions and conjectures

remain that need to be examined in future work.
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